18	THE ARYANS BECOME INDIANS
If later Hinduism returns to the mystic monism of the
Upanishads it also makes much of this view of salvation;
and the Buddha, who must next engage our attention,
was probably aware of both schools of thought.
By the sixth century before Christ, then, India has
philosophies and theories enough. What masses and
leaders alike need is a saviour to show men Reality. That
such an embodiment in a human life was needed is clear
from the success of the heretical movements which we
know as Buddhism and Jainism, These were reforms
within Brahminism which gathered momentum and
developed into new religious sects, and in studying them
we shall see that the power of the Brahmins was now to
be challenged, that the sacrifice of animals had become
abhorrent to the awakened conscience, and that a develop-
ing ethical ideal began to reform the older religion, till
powerful social customs such as those of caste were attacked
in the interests of humanity. It is a movement as heretical
and as ethical as that of Hebrew prophecy; but it has no
such flaming sense of the wrath and love or God, The new
teachers are seers—like the old: not prophets who have
'heard the whisper of God',
They agree with the Rishis in finding egoism the root
, of evil, and in offering escape from samsara; but they
re-define the goal in more clearly ethical terms, and they
offer to the lay-people a more ringing challenge, especially
emphasizing Ahimsa, innocence of life, harmlessness,
The founders were laymen who challenged the priests,
and their appeal to the second and third castes is an impor-
tant element in their success. Before we study these
movements, therefore, we must consider the life of the
lay-people as contrasted with that of priests and monks>
and keep in mind the great difference between the masses
and their spiritual lords*
III
We have very full evidence for the secular civilization
of these times in the Mahabharata and the Ramayaria) the

